University of Chicago History Graduate Awards

Research Travel Grants

Franklin

Alexander Hofmann, U.S.

Cochrane

Rose Malloy, Modern Europe

Sinkler

Keegan Boyar, Latin America
Rohan Chatterjee, International
Ian Cipperly, East Asia – Japan
Yasser Nasser, International

Freehling

Evelyn Atkinson, U.S.
Naama Maor, U.S.
Allison Robinson, U.S.
Thomas Snyder, U.S.
Allison Robinson, U.S.
Andrew Seber, U.S.
Robert Suits, U.S.
Caine Jordan, U.S.
Erin Newton, East Asia – Japan
Lael Weinberger, U.S.

Kunstadter

Emma Kitchen, History of Science
Yuji Li, East Asia – China
Nicholas Huvszvai, Modern Europe
Hanna Manente Nunes, Latin America
Thomas Newbold, South Asia
Keyao (Kyle) Pan, East Asia – Japan
Surabhi Pudasaini, South Asia
Brendan Small, Early Modern Europe
Spencer Stewart, East Asia – China
Zeynep Tezer, Middle East/Islam
Yuan Tian, East Asia – China
Chao Wang, East Asia – China
Benny Bar-Lavi, Early Modern Europe
Stephanie Painter, East Asia – Japan
Zeynep Tezer, Middle East/Islam
Gregory Valdespino, Modern Europe
Rose Malloy, Modern Europe
2019-20 Dissertation Completion Fellowships

ACLS CES
   David Cantor-Echols, Medieval

Barnard Dissertation Write-Up Fellowship Award (Department of History)
   Zachary Barr, Modern Europe

Center for International Social Science Research Dissertation Completion Fellowship
   Dan Knorr, East Asia – China

T. Bentley Duncan Dissertation Write-Up (Department of History)
   Gregory Montoya-Mora, U.S.
   Alec Wang, East Asia – China

Hanna Holburn Gray Fellowship (NOMINATION)
   Alyssa Smith, U.S.

Michael and Ling Markovitz Dissertation Write-Up Fellowship Award (Social Sciences Division)
   Robert Kaminski, U.S.

Andrew Mellon Foundation Dissertation Completion Fellowship Award (Social Sciences Division)
   Alexander Hofmann, U.S.
   Naama Maor, U.S.
   Felix Szabo, Byzantine

Doris Quinn Dissertation Write-Up (Department of History)
   Lily Huang, History of Science

Research Fellowships

Raoul Berger-Mark DeWolfe Howe Legal History Fellowship, Harvard Law
   Lael Weinberger, U.S.

Fulbright
   Carl Kubler, East Asia – China (China)
   Tristan Sharp, Modern Europe (Germany)

Fulbright-Gracia Robles Research Grant
   Demmy Villalpando, Latin America
Mellon International Dissertation Research Fellowship (IDRF) – Social Science Research Council

Carl Kubler, East Asia – China
Usama Rafi, South Asia
Emily Webster, Britain

Pre-dissertation Research Grants

Lloyd and Susanne Rudolph Field Research Award (CISSR)

Juan Wilson, Latin America

FLAS – Summer

Julia Mead, Modern Europe (Czech)

FLAS – Academic Year

Hannah Park, East Asia – Korea (Korean)
NiuNiu Teo, East Asia – China (Russian)

Teaching Awards

2020-21 Von Holst Prize

Named for Hermann Eduard von Holst, first head of the Department of History (1892–1900), the prize is awarded to advanced history students.

Matthew Lowenstein, East Asia – China
Kyle Pan, East Asia – Japan
Christian Rocha, Latin America

2020-21 Graduate Student Teaching Fellowship; Center for East European, Russian/Eurasian Studies & Center for East Asian Studies

Ben Van Zee and Eilin Rafael Pérez - Cold War Cultures in Divided Korea & Germany, 1945-2000

Social Sciences Teaching Fellows

The program is for recent Chicago PhDs who wish to enhance their pedagogical skills and extend their research training. Appointment in History unless otherwise noted.

Michaela Appeltova, Modern Europe, PhD Summer ’19
Amy Coombs, British, PhD (expected) Summer ’20 (appointed: Environmental Studies)
Oliver Cussen, Early Modern Europe, PhD (expected) Summer ’20
Daniel Knorr, East Asia – China, PhD (expected) Spring ’20
Deirdre Lyons, Caribbean/Atlantic, PhD (expected) Summer ’20 (appointed: CSRPC)
Naama Maor, U.S., PhD (expected) Summer ’20
Colin Rydell, British, PhD (expected) Summer ’20
Alec Wang, East Asia – China, PhD (expected) Spring ’20 (appointed: Human Rights)